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Ffxiv the will of the moon help

Argh and I thought the reason Roallie was an impossible request then this one came along with my slap! I've seen blogs on this request, but not on the disability part: Frying Sadu! Do I miss something because when I find that a prayer is its final phase, I don't get enough time to beat it before freaking meteor falls! Any help is most
appreciated. It really just depends on what works for you. I ended up having to burn the additions to the speed of light, since every one down takes a small piece of HP to it with it. I usually go after Sadu until these status shows up other times I avoid adding them. When the last way, is it possible to stop meteor or just hit Sadu fast and
hard? You must stop him before the cast, or you fail the duty. This phase is where I ended up taking out the ads (Khun Shavar) just to do so extra bit of damage that helped me pull through. I tried to just burn her, but two failed later I found that didn't work for me. On the plus side, if you get to the last part, you're done. I kept attacking the
ads in the final phase but I still can't weaken it quick enough no matter how fast I take things stupid out. Last time I dwindle it down to 1,only for meteor to kill me before I killed him. Thanks for the advice though I'll get there soon hoping that. 09-23-2018 07:12 AM #1 i've tried this 6 or so times now and its getting on my nerves how the
heck do you get past the meteor phase on this mission, iam a ilvl 342 stiff mage the other phases tie a piece of cake but i can i pa pa get her health for 0 before the meteor goes carboom and kills May 09-23-2018 07:24 AM #2 Originally Posted by ryouma17 i've tried data this 6 or so times now and its getting on my nerves how the heck
do you get the meteor phase on this mission, iam the ilvl 342 stiff mage the other phase are up the piece of cake but i can get her to 0 before the meteor goes carboom and kills may the meteor phase is you have to burn the novel while avoiding AoE stuff before hits the ground hits if I remember correctly). 09-23-2018 07:48 AM #3 tried it
4 or so times on a red 340 highs could not get wearing pastors, Tried it on my struggles the same thing with cars, I switched to 320 samurai and it dies very easily by making sure that what was all about 09-23-2018 07:55 AM #4 sounds like a possible problem of lying up buffs correctly. RDM, BRD and MCH all have buffs that should be
lined up a specific way to properly contract enough damage, especially on buried DPS checks. 9.23.2019 [ 11:15 p.m.] Total Play Time: 1552 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes – You will be hard-pressed to find someone more cynical than me. Originally posted by Odstarva You people are never happy. [...] You complain and complain and
complain. 09-23-2018 08:57 AM #5 AM I drying once, but only because I tried to focus Sadu in the end. It gets a defenceless breath from adding it, so you have to kill the ads and then Sadu to make for die of meteor. Originally posted by ryouma17 tried it 4 or so on a red highs 340 couldn't get past meteor, tried it on my struggling same
thing with car, I switched to 320 samurai and it died very easily by making sure that what all was about You got the Echo bonus. 09-23-2018 01:35 PM #6 As told above, it's all about quick damage. Most SAM skills are instant, you can weave them while dodging. RDM only has a couple on a long cooldown; if you are waiting to throw you
will run out of time or get killed by the AOEs. Latest edited by InkstainGwyn; 09-24-2018 at 12:40 AM. 09-23-2018 03:33 PM #7 This DPS check seemed a bit mean compared to some of the prior ones at the MSQ/job requests, particularly when it came to the very end rather than length of duty. I can't imagine it being very capable by tank
/ healing of lower chicken gear unless they scale the boss's health down for them. 09-23-2018 03:37 PM #8 it's not that difficult. I waste that mad no problem! Latest edited by Fredco191; 04-07-2019 at 03:16 PM. 09-23-2018 04:10 PM #9 kill first. They take damage like wet paper and sacrify a large piece of his health every time he
reviews them. It's also not attacking you all the time it is reviewing them. ゴゴゴゴゴゴゴゴ killed one person, killing a dozen. It's all the same. I mean, they can only hang us once. 09-23-2018 06:48 PM #10 I made it as Saga and used Bahamuts Ack Morn, I think I ignored the ads too as I didn't have time to kill them with it before the
explosion I found in the meteor at the end and had just a bit of health left and it killed me. I don't think he survives in full health? Anyone have been through it, what should I do? I don't go after adding them to the last phase I just focused it. I might miss something here O.oPage 2 comments 42
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